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Introduction
Multichannel loudspeaker setups commonly known as
“surround sound” systems promise to deliver an immer-
sive music listening experience by reproducing spatial
cues contained in the channel-based audio material.
Comparisons of perceptual effects of sound reproduction
over different speaker setups have been undertaken in
a number of studies [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], evaluating various
perceptual attributes for different types of content and
loudspeaker configurations. It is clear that in such eval-
uations, the stimuli themselves play a great role along
with the specific conditions in terms of the reproduction
setup and listening situation. While listening conditions
and speaker setups may be standardized to some extent
[6, 7], experimental stimuli for such studies have been
produced in various ways. In channel-based spatial
audio, these include the creation of different mixes for
different reproduction formats [4, 5], downmixes from
the format with the greatest number of loudspeakers [1,
3, 2] or muting of subsets of channels [2].
In the main experimental study of the research project
Richard Wagner 3.0 the phenomenon of immersion in
music listening has been investigated in the psychologi-
cal, physiological and acoustic domains, with immersion
being understood as a high-level psychological construct
rather than a basic perceptual attribute. The Immersive
Music Experience Inventory (IMEI) [8] has been created
within the scope of the project to be used by participants
assessing immersion in music.
Based on the results of the study, a modeling approach
for the prediction of immersion from acoustic features
has been developed [9]. In contrast to this data-driven
general approach, this paper is focused on relating some
particular observations of the study to the acoustic
features of the stimuli.

Experimental study and stimuli
The experimental study with 57 naive subjects (31
female, 26 male) has been carried out in the Immersive
Media Laboratory (IML) at IKT [10]. Among other
setups, this listening room can represent setup D (five
loudspeakers in the horizontal plane and four height

loudspeakers) according to ITU-R BS.2051-2 [7]. Musical
stimuli used in the study have been mixed by two sound
engineers in stereo, 5.1 (2D) and 5.1.4 (3D) versions,
aiming to preserve overall aesthetics of the mixes and
make them vary only in terms of spatial audio prop-
erties. The stimuli incorporate various recording and
production techniques such as 3D microphone setups,
spatial mixes from individual instrument channels as
well as upmixes and downmixes from existing material.
An overview of the stimuli used in the study is given in
Table 1.
The method for acoustic analysis of the stimuli is
adapted from Bergner and Peissig [11] and Bergner et al.
[12]. It is based on re-recordings of the stimuli at the
listening position using an mh acoustics Eigenmike®

[13] and the derivation of sound field parameters from
a spherical harmonic representation of the signals. Bin-
aural parameters have been computed from a binaural
rendering of this Ambisonics representation based on
head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) of a Neumann
KU 100 dummy head [14, 15]. In contranst to the
approach of Bergner et al. [11, 12] which is based on
factor analysis of the sound field parameters, mean
over time and variance over time have been chosen as
summary features derived from sound field parameter
time series. All features have been normalized across
the stimulus set to the interval [0, 1].

Immersion related to acoustic properties
Based on an analysis of the sound field feature statistics,
normalized inter-aural cross-correlation (IACC) as well
as diffuseness as defined by Pullki [18] have been identi-
fied as particularly relevant features in a model of IMEI
immersion based on sound field features [9]. This is con-
sistent with previous findings on perception of sound spa-
ciousness reported in the literature [19, 18, 20]. Hence
the temporal means of normalized IACC (niacc mean)
and diffuseness (diff mean) will be regarded as sound
field features of interest in this paper. For simplicity,
the broadband variants of both features will be consid-
ered here. Based on these features, some general trends
are to be identified, followed by specific observations for



Table 1: Stimuli used in the experimental study. Short forms of titles are highlighted in bold.
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Walkürenritt R. Wagner Opera (orchestra, fem. voices)
manual upmix from
commercial 5.1 [16]

× × ×

School’s Out
A. Cooper, M. Bruce,
G. Buxton, D.
Dunaway, N. Smith

Rock (band with male voice)
spot mics + 3D
ambience (live)

× × ×

In a Mellow Tone
D. Ellington,
performed by J.
Berger

Jazz (band with fem. voice)
3D mic. setup +
support mics

× × ×

Im Wunderschönen
Monat Mai

R. Schumann Art song (piano, male voice)
3D mic. setup +
support mics

× × ×

Laudate Dominum J. Vila Choir (12 singers)
3D mic. setup +
support mics

× × ×

Bilder einer
Ausstellung – Das große

Tor von Kiew
M. Mussorgsky Classical (large orchestra)

3D mic. setup +
support mics

× × × ×

Die Hantel F. Thiesen
Electropop (synthesizers,
voices)

multitrack studio
production

× × × ×

Rokoko variations –
Finale

P. Tchaikovsky
Classical (woodwind quintet,
cello)

manual upmix from
commercial 5.1 [17]

× × × × ×

Piece Composer Genre, Ensemble Production

Format

some of the stimuli.

General observations
Figure 1 shows mean IMEI ratings obtained in the
experimental study for each stimulus (represented by
a circle) against both IACC and diffuseness computed
for that stimulus. Circle colors represent the various
reproduction formats. A color-coded surface in this
three-dimensional space has been interpolated between
the points. It is apparent that there is a general upward
trend in mean immersion ratings as IACC decreases and
diffuseness increases, which is in line with common per-
ceptual interpretations of these sound field features. It
is worth noting, however, that the relationship between
the sound field features and the reproduction formats is
not monotonous, i. e. some stereo stimuli yield “better”
values of the sound field features than some 2D and
3D stimuli along with higher mean IMEI ratings. This
is well-demonstrated by Figure 2, which displays two
cross-sections of the three-dimensional space of Figure 1,
demonstrating the relationship between IMEI scores and
the two sound field features.
With Figure 2a showing IMEI ratings by musical piece
and by reproduction format against diffuseness and
Figure 2b displaying the same ratings against IACC,
the trends observed in Figure 1 become somewhat more
apparent. These two views show that several stereo
stimuli feature IACC values comparable to the 2D and
3D stimuli, yet are generally rated somewhat lower on
the IMEI scale. This can be explained by the stereo
and spatial audio stimuli being more clearly distinct
in terms of diffuseness, where 2D and 3D reproduction
generally leads to a more diffuse sound field as compared
to stereo. Based on the two sound field features, it
is not readily possible to discern between the 2D and
3D formats, which is reflected in the IMEI ratings as well.

Observations for specific pieces
Some particular observations shall be discussed for the
pieces Hantel and Walküre. The piece Hantel exhibits
rather high IACC for all reproduction formats as shown
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Figure 1: Mean IMEI immersion ratings for the experimen-
tal stimuli displayed against normalized IACC (niacc mean)
and diffuseness (diff mean). The surface interpolated
through the points exhibits a descending trend towards
niacc mean → 1 and diff mean → 0.



in Figure 2b, yet the IMEI ratings for the stereo, 2D
and 3D versions are higher than this would suggest (this
corresponds to the anomaly at the right-hand side of the
interpolated surface in Figure 1). The IACC values for
stereo and spatial reproduction may be skewed in the
broadband variant of the feature due to Hantel being a
bass-heavy electropop piece. If the feature is evaluated
in the frequency band above 2.5 kHz, the IACC values
for the stereo, 2D and 3D versions of Hantel are in line
with the other pieces as shown in Figure 2c.
For Walküre, all three variants (stereo, 2D, 3D) yield
very low diffuseness values, but their IMEI ratings are in
line with stimuli of medium diffuseness as highlighted by
Figure 2a. At the same time, the three variants of this
piece are rated lower than stimuli of comparable IACC
as seen in Figure 2b – which may in turn be explained
by their low diffuseness. Thus, this particular example
serves to demonstrate that a single sound field feature
may be insufficient to fully characterize the spatial sound
properties of a stimulus and its immersive potential.
Note that the two pieces Hantel and Walküre exhibiting
peculiar behavior in terms of their acoustic features and
defying the trends in terms of immersion ratings are a
multitrack studio production (Hantel) and an existing
5.1 recording with an upmix for the 5.1.4 variant and
a downmix for stereo (Walküre). On the other hand,
the pieces best adhering to the observed trends both
in terms of sound field features and immersion ratings
(Laudate, Bilder, Mellow, Wunderschön) are recordings
made with various 3D microphone setups in particular
recording spaces. This suggests that the nature of the
relationship of perceived immersion to acoustic features
may itself be dependent on whether spatial sound field
features of a stimulus originate from reverberation or
from artificial effects and production techniques. This
is plausible considering that the two features used here
are most commonly applied for the analysis of sound
fields produced by real sources in naturally reverberant
environments, such as instruments in concert halls.
Nonetheless, the pieces Rokoko and School do not
exhibit any peculiarities in terms of the relationship
between sound field features and immersion despite also
originating from upmixing and downmixing (Rokoko)
and individual instrument recordings blended with 3D
audience sounds (School), respectively.

Summary
This paper presents some observations related to sound
field properties of channel-based spatial audio music
stimuli and their relationship to immersive musical
experience as characterized by IMEI scores obtained in
an experimental study.
Immersion is observed to generally follow expected
trends based on diffuseness and IACC that each stim-
ulus yields in a re-recording at the listening position.
Interestingly, the relationship between immersion and
sound field properties appears to be independent of the
particular reproduction format that rendered a sound
field with those properties. For some stimuli produced
using artificial spaciousness effects (e. g. upmixes,
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(a) Mean IMEI against diffuseness (diff mean), normalized
to [0, 1] across the stimulus set.
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(b) Mean IMEI against normalized IACC (niacc mean), nor-
malized to [0, 1] across the stimulus set.
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(c) Mean IMEI against normalized IACC in the frequency
band above 2.5 kHz (niaccBands3 mean), normalized to [0, 1]
across the stimulus set.

Figure 2: Mean IMEI immersion ratings and bootstrapped
95% confidence intervals for the experimental stimuli (cross-
sections of Figure 1).



multitrack recordings with arbitrarily panned sources),
acoustic features and immersion ratings contradict the
general trends observed in stimuli including natural
reverberation. On the other hand, other “artificially”
produced stimuli yield expected sound field features
and corresponding immersion ratings. This shows that
further research on parameters suitable for acoustic
and perceptual characterization of spatial audio musical
stimuli is required due to the diversity in production
techniques.
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